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The Japan Post privatisation has the potential to mark the start of a genuine revolution

in Japan’s services sector, and financial services sector in general.

This reflects a wider change in the fundamental allocation of national assets and should

lead to a rise in economy wide productivity.

As a result, the case for bullishness in Japanese risk assets continues.

Japanese risk assets—equities and real estate—are in a multi-year bull market, in our

view. We are bullish on Japan because we believe the fundamental allocation of national

assets—capital, land and labour—is beginning to change. If our thesis is correct, the

net result should be a rise in economy-wide productivity in general, and in return on

equity in particular.

Public policy plays an important part in our structural bull thesis. The good news is

that, on top of the general brand “Abenomics,” more and more specific policy initiatives

are now coming to fruition. Specifically, the recent privatisation of Japan Post marks

the beginning of a genuine privatisation drive that confirms Japan’s deep commitment to

the pro-market and pro-private sector policy agenda.

Japan’s Largest Service Sector Network CompanyJapan’s Largest Service Sector Network Company

The Japan Post privatisation has the potential to mark the start of a genuine revolution

in Japan’s service sector in general, and in its financial services in particular. After

all, Japan Post is Japan’s largest employer, it controls more branches and ATMs than all

the private banks combined and is the second-largest holder (after the Bank of Japan)

of government bonds. Although around 90% of the group’s profits currently originate from

its two financial services companies, Japan Post Bank and Japan Post Insurance, the

overall business portfolio is very well diversified across the Japanese service sector—

there are sizable operations in real estate, logistics and hospitality.

For example, the Japan Post Group’s real estate portfolio is similar in size to the

major private sector realtors. The portfolio is well diversified, with post offices in

prime locations offering huge potential for redevelopment. Leveraging Japan Post Group’s

high credit rating with its diversified real estate portfolio creates potential

for Japan real estate investment trust (J-REIT) sponsorship with a wide range of

opportunities, ranging from offices to hotels, health care, rental homes and logistics.

Make no mistake: the size and depth of Japan Post Group’s operations are significant

enough to trigger change across the entire domestic service sector in Japan.

  The Democratisation of Finance Comes to JapanThe Democratisation of Finance Comes to Japan

The most immediate impact of the Japan Post privatisation is poised to be in the

financial services. As of the end of March 2015, the Post Bank’s total assets stood at

¥209 trillion, which is similar to the three mega-banks. However, while the Post Bank

has a very high share in the deposit market, it has a miniscule share in the loan

market.

Moreover, its security portfolio is dominated by Japan government bonds (JGBs). Senior
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management has made it a clear objective to change this—the investment team is being

built out quite aggressively, first and foremost by the appointment of former Goldman

Sachs Japan vice-chairman of to the position of chief investment officer (CIO) earlier

this year.

Senior management is very vocal about wanting to promote an active and diversified asset

management culture, which suggests a portfolio rebalancing away from government bonds

and toward domestic equities and global securities. Here, it appears that Japan Post

Bank is following the lead of the Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF) public

pension fund, which overhauled its leadership (also appointing a new, highly qualified

CIO) and then dramatically revamped its asset allocation in late 2014.

The implications of this go beyond the positive potential for a new source of demand for

Japanese equities and non-yen global securities. Because of its vast retail network of

24,000 branches, Japan Post Group has the potential to bring true democratisation of

financial service to Japan. Senior management is openly seeking to leverage this branch

network, looking to provide a potentially new range of financial products to the mass

market retail investor.

Retail Asset ShiftRetail Asset Shift

In a nutshell: The Japan Post privatisation may finally bring about the long-awaited

shift of Japanese retail assets out of deposits (currently more than two-thirds of net

financial wealth is in cash or demand deposits).

Put in perspective: A 1% shift in Post Banks asset allocation yields about ¥2 trillion

of new buying; if this were followed by a mere 0.25% shift in aggregate household

financial asset allocation, another ¥4.29 trillion would follow. The scale of this is

massive, as it adds up to roughly the total shift in the GPIF’s asset allocation toward

equities over the past 15 months.

To be sure, we are only at the very beginning of the privatisation process, and the

actual mobilisation of new portfolio products and strategies is bound to be a multi-year

process. But the important thing is that a concrete path is now in sight and that the

democratisation of Japanese finance has started. Investors sharing this sentiment may

consider the following UCITS ETF:

WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF USD Hedged (DXJ)

WisdomTree Japan Equity UCITS ETF GBP Hedged (DXJP)

All data is sourced from WisdomTree Europe and Bloomberg, unless otherwise stated.

View the online version of this article here.
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https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2015-11-18/japan-post-privatisation-and-the-democratisation-of-japanese-finance
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This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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